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Outline

• Reminder of why we’re here

• Summary of Submitted Use Cases 

• Building up the science theme case studies

• Timescales & Expectations

• Suggested Infrastructure

• Requesting volunteers for leading those groups



Overarching Goal – Science Work Package

• In this group, our focus is on objective 1

• Use Cases: Probing what science the community wants the telescope for

• Case Studies: Probing how that should shape the telescope design



Step 1 ✅
Collecting the Science Requirements
Aims:

• Create a report on the science drivers & constraints 
on telescope design, informed by interests of the 
community

Current Status:
• 28 science use cases received by July deadline, 
summarised into preliminary matrix of requirements

Next steps:

• Assemble working groups to deliver in-depth science 
requirements case studies for each science theme



Science themes
Themes from the submitted use cases:

• Solar System
• Our Galaxy
• The Nearby Universe
• Distant Universe and Cosmology

Using this structure to allow for a common frame of reference, we now need to 
delve into the details of how these science themes push the telescope requirements

At the end of the day, if we don’t 
have a specific and measurable 

science goal that pushes a 
telescope requirement, it’s what 
funding agencies will cut when it 
comes to building the telescope 



98 collaborators, from 
22 countries!

New collaborators 
always welcome

The collaboration – who are we?



Use cases – first results



Use cases – first results



Overview of use cases
Summary of science goals & requirements

• Available on atlast website
• https://www.atlast.uio.no/design-

study/wp6-science/



Important takeaways from Use Case summary & 
initial telescope design concepts

• No real surprises
• No submissions for continuum observations in Nearby Galaxies
• Please help us reach out to that community!

• Initial telescope design concept still subject to NDA

• Likely elevation cutoff at 25 deg ($£€¥)
• Does this affect your science??!? We need to know



Step 2: 🏁
Solidifying into Science Case Studies
• Aim: deliver a fully justified case study detailing the science requirements for each 

theme by early 2023

• Outcome:

• ~10+ page document detailing:

• observations

• observing strategies

• suggested instrumentation 

• precise constraints on telescope characteristics

Summary & final overall requirements document to follow (end of study)

To be undertaken in science 
theme based working groups



Science Case Studies
Working Group Structure – suggestions welcome

• 4 working groups, one on each science theme (to minimise admin. burden)

• ~Monthly group meetings to update each other on progress towards:

• Why these properties are important for the science

• … and why the science is important for astronomy

• What makes these values the important thresholds?

• Why this can’t be done with existing telescopes

• Using sensitivity calculator (available by 2023)



Science Case Studies
Sensitivity Calculations

Jo is working on a general purpose AtLAST sensitivity calculator that will:

• Track sky, telescope, etc efficiencies
• Allow variable bandwidth and channelization

• Provide single point sensitivity/time estimate for:
• Spectral line observations
• Continuum observations

Eventually we’ll also have to 
investigate data rates & volumes, but 

let's not worry about that for now



Science Case Studies
Suggested collaboration space: GitHub repository for each group.

Benefits of GitHub:

• Familiar to majority of collaborators; minimal learning curve 

• Both command line interface AND Graphical User Interface (website)

• Open/transparent to new collaborators

• Changes/contributions can be approved by working group

• Discussion features, to-do lists, and wiki

• Can be worked on remotely at any time

• no concerns about overwriting other's work

Suggestion 
adopted 

during kickoff 
meetings



Next Steps
Let’s get this show on the road!

• Need to identify science theme leads to help coordinate effort

• Once we’ve got them (and workspaces) identified, we’ll send out the info/links 
so that people can self sort into working groups

• Use the ‘Use Cases’ and their summaries as your starting point for discussion

Suggestion 
modified during 
kickoff meetings

• Doodle poll to gauge interest (& thus 
leader effort) in each team

• Kickoff meetings with each team to
‘select’ a leader

• Jo & Pam to create latex template for 
case studies pre-populated with theme 
specific specs. from the use case 
submissions



Next Steps
Let’s get this show on the road!

• Please let us know if you’d like to volunteer to lead a working group!

• ~Monthly telecons (with working group leads)

• Lead team through creating the detailed plan

• Write up report for submission to Design Study & astro-ph

• Heavily supported by Jo & Pam

• Be aware: 🤞Pam will be somewhat occupied with JWST in early ’22

Jo & Pam Postponed


